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Project Abstract and Overview
We report here on progress made for the period from December 1, 1992 (the dateof submission of our latest progress report) to November 30, 1993 for DOE Grant No. DE-FG05-92ER40717. The new results from the SMC experiment have generated a buzz of theoretical activity. Our involvement with the DO experiment and the upgrade has increased substantially during the past two years so that we now have six people heavily committed and making what can only be described as a large and disproportionate impact on DO physics output. Some of the new developments made here at Rice in Neural Network and Probability Density Estimation techniques for data analysis promise to have applications both in DO and beyond. We report a load of new results from our high-ptjet photoproduction experiment. In addition we have been working on KTeV, albeit without having adequate funding for this work.
Progress on the theoretic_ i i_ont has been nothing short of amazing, as is reported herein. In a grand lecture tour during this sabbatical year, Paul Stevenson has already reported his breakthroughs at ten institutions, including CERN, Oxford, Cambridge, Rutherford Lab, Imperial College, and Durham University.
The group at Rice University has had an exceptionally productive year and we are justifiably proud of the progress which is reported here. ,
TASKS
A and C Experimental High Energy Physics
A. CERN NA47---The SMC Experiment
Introduction and background There have been two experimental determinations of the spin-dependent structure function g_(x) of the proton during the past 15 years. Both were extracted from i measurements of cross section asymmetries in deep inelastic scattering of longitudinally ! polarized leptons by longitudinally polarized protons. The first was performed at SLAC, 1 i using polarized electrons with energies between 6 and 21 GeV and covered the "kinematic range 0.1 < x < 0.7, where x is the Bjorken scaling variable. The second, done at CERN by the European Muon Collaboration (EMC), 2 used polarized muons of 100 to 200 GeV energy and covered the range 0.01 < x < 0.7. The result of these experiments disagrees with the prediction of the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule 3 and indicates that in the quark-parton model quarks and antiquarks contribute little to the spin of the proton. In a large number of papers, a variety of new theoretical ideas has been proposed to explain these unexpected results. 4 Several experiments are presently being carried out or prepared at CERN (Spin Muon Collaboration), 5 SLAC, 6 and DESY 7 to measure the spin structure function of the neutron and to repeat the proton measurement with improved accuracy. The SMC experiment yielded the fast measurement of the spin dependent structure function g_'of the neutron s and is currently increasing the accuracy of the SLAC-YALE and EMC measurements of g_ of the proton. From the outset, Rice has taken the lead role in a collaboration with Saclay and Trieste for the construction of the polarimeter which measures the muon beam polarization for the SMC experiment.
The experiment uses a polarized muon beam, a polarized proton/deuteron target, a spectrometer to measure the scattered muon, and a beam polarimeter. For measurements taken so far, the target and the spectrometer are based on the apparatus built by the EMC, but have _en upgraded to reduce systematic uncertainties. A new polarized target has also been installed for running in 1993 and beyond.
The quantity that is measured is:
Al (x ) _ cr_ -or3/_ crl/2+ ¢Y3/2 where 0"_(0"3/2)is the absorption cross section for polarized virtual photons by polarized nucleons when the total component of angular momentum along the collision axis is where P. and Pr are the beam muon and target polarizations and fis the dilution factor arising _rom unpolarized material in the polarized target. In the first order QED, the asymmetry A is related to the virtual photon -nucleon asymmetries A I and An by
To a good approximation A_= A/D where D is the depolarization factor that depends on the event kinematics. A possible contribution from the transverse asymmetry An is constrained by a positivity limit which is included in the systematic error. The target polarization is typically 40% for deuterons and 85% for protons, and the beam polarization is measured to be -82% at both 100 and 200 GeV. For deuterons f=0.2 and A_,_ = fP.PrA = IO-3.
This experiment measures the proton and deuteron asymmetries A_p and A_. The neutron asymmetry A_"can be extracted from the proton and deuteron asymmetries A_ and A_ by the relation
where W o represents the D-state probability of the deuteron (-5%). The polarization is measured using 10 NMR coils embedded in the target material. The integrated NMR absorption signals were calibrated in thermal equilibrium at 1.1 K. This allows us to measure the polarization to an accuracy of about :k-0.02. In order to minimize systematic errors, we have reversed the polarization directions in the two target halves at regular intervals. For most of our data the spins were reversed every 8 hours by rotating the field direction using the 0.2 T transverse field of a superconducting dipole coil wound on the .... :,,. microwave cavity. In addition, the relative orientation of the solenoid field and the target polarization was changed once or twice per week with DNP. The muon beam polarization has 2.0 ' ' _ _ ' ' _ _ ' ' -been measured by two methods:
(1) the shape of the energy spectrum 2_ of decay positrons in the laboratory system is sensitive to _o the muon polarization; this _, dependence is shown in Fig. 2, _ 1.0 and (2) the muon spin has been analyzed "= __=0 by detecting the elastic scattering polarized°f muonSironfrOmtarget.electrons in a -Pt =-1 __N_ _-The decay polarimeter is described 0 t , , , t i , , in a detailed paper (copy included in the 0 0.5 1.0 appendix) which has been submitted to NIM. Briefly, downstream of the muon Y spectrometer, a 30 m long muon decay Fig. 2 
Results and Remarks on Structure Functions
Data on A d have been reported in Physics Letters B, covering the kinematic range 1 GeV 2 < Q2 < 30 GeV 2 and 0.006 < x < 0.6. The values of g_' have been calculated by the relation:
We adopt here the convention that g_ and F g are the average structure functions of the nucleon in the deuterium nucleus. We have taken F_(x,Q 2) and R(x,Q 2) at Q2 = 4.6 GeV 2, which is the average Q2 of the data. The values of Fd(x, Q2) were taken from the NMC parameterization 9 and those of R from a global fit of the SLAC data.]0 SMC results for A d are plotted in Fig. 5 along with the sum of the SLAC E 142 neutron (He 3) and the EMC proton results. Only statistical errors on the SMC are shown since the systematic errors are small by comparison. Note that there is good agreement of the world data on the measured asymmetry A,. The neutron structure function g_'extracted from the A; values is plotted in Fig. 6 . The world data on xg_(x) are shown in Fig. 7 .
Some remarks on the comparison of the world data on structure functions are .. Ellis Jaffe: On the other hand, SLAC E142, using the extrapolation shown in Fig. 7 , obtain i -::0.022+0.011
in agreement with the EJ prediction F_' =0.016+0.006 (EJ). Combining these data with the EMC one obtains a 2 standard deviation violation of the fundamental Bjorken sum rule.
t.
should take note of the following observations: I However, one ! (1) For the EMC proton data, (Q2)= 10.7 GeV 2, whereas (Q2)= 2 GeV 2 for SLAC l E142. Thus, perturbative QCD c6rr_ctions should be made bef6re the two data sets can be i combined to obtain the Bjorken sum.
(2) E142 data must be extrapolated further than the SMC and EMC to obtain F_. As shown in Fig. 7 , the E142 extrapolation goes to zero at a larger x than that of the SMC data. This is perhaps better illustrated in Fig. 6 , in which the SMC data, despite the larger statistical errors, tends to remain non-zero to smaller x than does the E142 extrapolation.
Although there is no statistically significant disagreement between the two sets of data, at present an unsatisfactory situation exists. This can only be resolved by higher precision data at small x from the SMC and from SLAC E143, which begins taking data shortly. The data from the SMC on AlP which are currently being analyzed will be available in early 1994. The improved knowledge of the beam and target polarization of the SMC experiment are critical for obtaining the needed higher precision for testing the fundamental Bjorken sum rule.
-......
B. FNAL DO-.-Experiment and Upgrade
As members of the DO experiment at FNAL, the Rice group is participating both in • the current DO program and in the DO upgrade. The first part of our report focuses on the physics goals and current status and the second part on the upgrade.
Physics Goals and Current Status DO is a large general purpose detector for studying pp collisions at 1.8 TeV at the Tevatron. The detector design emphasizes: 1) Good electron and muon identification over the full solid angle (leptons are excellent signatures for new physics); 2) Precision calorimetry with fine segmentation and uniform, stable response (for good resolutions in jet energy and position, high multijet efficiency, and single photon detection); 3) High resolution tracking; 4) Excellent missing Et resolution (for detection of non-interacting particles).
The general layout of the DO detector is shown in Fig. 8 . The central detector (CD)  " consists of a vertex detector, a set of transition radiation detectors (not yet operational), a central tracking chamber and a pair of forward and backward tracking chambers. The CD is surrounded by three uranium-liquid argon calorimeters for electromagnetic and hadronic particle identification and energy measurement. The calorimeters are segmented to form towers of pseudorapidity and azimuth of dr/ x dq_ = 0.1 x 0.1; the full calorimeter coverage extends out to 1771 = 4.1. Outside the calorimeters there is the muon system which consists of three large and two small magnetized toroids together with three layers of proportional drift tube chambers,
The physics goals of the DO experiment include the following topics.
1. Search for the top quark. The mass of the top quark is believed to be around 130 + 40 GeV. At the Tevatron it is produced mostly in pairs, with each t decaying into a W + b quark. The cleanest signature for top production is a final state with a large Pt electron + large Pt muon + jets. This channel has only a 2% branching ratio but is essentially free of i background. For an integrated luminosity of 25 events/pb (goal for the present run), one expects about 10 such events if the mass is 130 GeV. Roughly half of these would be detected in DO, thus constituting a discovery. The final state consisting of a single large Pt lepton + jets has a 30% branching ratio but suffers from a larger background (W + jets). The final state with six or more jets is considered to be "hopeless" due to QCD background.
2. Precision studies ofelectroweak physics. Topics include production properties of W and Z (mass, width, cross-section, Pt dependence), using both electrons and muons. For example, DO hopes to measure the W mass to within I/4 %. This will help to pin down the top mass within the standard model. Other topics to be pursued are charge asymmetries in W_l.t+v and Z --9/.t +_u.
3. QCD studies/jet production. DO will be able to measure inclusive jet cross-sections over a wide angular range, out to 1,71--3.7. _is will allow precision tests of QCD well outside the central region. Multi-jet production will be studied over the same range.
4. Search for new physics. DO will"look for evidence for supersymmetry (squarks, gluinos, ...) and for new heavy W's and Z's. In the absence of signals new search limits will be established for these particles.
The DO experiment took physics data from September 1992 until June 1993. By all accounts, the run was a great success for DO. The detector and all its subsystems worked exceedingly well. The data taking efficiency was approximately 80% when the main ring was not in operation (54% overall, including losses beyond the control of DO). The total data sample acquired by DO corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 16.7 pb-1 on tape. Three of us from Rice participated in data taking by running regular shifts in the calorimeter, tracking, and muon system subgroups. draft for publication will soon be written.
We havesearched forevidence fornew heavyneutral gaugebosons, Z',decaying intotwo electrons. Wc require two isolated electromagnetic clusters withtransverse energies greater than25 GcV inthefiducial region ofthecalorimeter, withmatching tracks inthecentral detector. The total efficiency fortheselection criteria isabout20%, yielding 716 events from 15.4 pb-Iofdata. Therearc14events witha di-clcctron invariant mass greater than125 GcV. Thisisconsistent withtheexpected signal fromZ --9 ee,Drell-Yan production ofccpairs, andQCD background fromdijets faking electrons. Wc cantherefore excludea Z' ofmass below440 GcV atthe95% confidence level, assumingstandard modelcouplings toquarks andleptons (sec Fig. 10 ).
Duringthepast yearourgroupatRicehasworkedextensively on developing and testing new techniques formultidimensional dataanalysis. Specifically, wc havebeen interested indeveloping methodswhicharcwellsuited forthetaskof identifying rare signals suchas top_ lepton + missing Et + jets, and which arcmore efficient than conventional analyses. Two suchtechniques havebccnstudied indetail: Artificial Neural Networks(NN) andMultivariate Probability Density Estimation (PDE).The latter method isan entirely new technique which we have developedin collaboration with two mathcrnaticians fromtheDepartment ofStatistics atRice. Our work isdocumented inthree DO notes; belowwe briefly discuss eachofthese notes. of the feature space is applied to fred uncorrelated linear combinations of the original d variables; these transformed variables are then used in subsequent calculations. Correlations between variables are thus taken into account and analyzed in a well-defmed manner.
Z' Limits
We applied the PDE method to the processes ff --9 e + missing Et + jets (signal) and W + jets --->e+ missing Et + jets (background), and compared its performance with that of NN. We found that the two methods yield very similar results in terms of attainable signal-to-background ratios and signal efficiencies. We demonstrated that this similarity is in fact to be expected once the significance of the NN output is properly understood.
Aside from the question of performance, the PDE method offers both conceptual
•--':
and practical advantages which appear to make it well suited for many feature recognition problems. In the near future we will apply this method to DO data to search for the _!:_ processes tY _ e + missing Et + jets and tY --9 all jets. In addition, physicists in the B _ physics group at DO are interested in applying the PDE method to b-quark tagging and to identifying various b-quark production mechanisms; work on the latter topic has already begun. A paper on the PDE method will be submitted shortly to Computer Physics Communications.
In the third note 17 we address the question of which physical variables for the process top ---)lepton + missing Et + jets are best suited for analyses which make use of the NN or PDE method. The importance of many commonly used variables is evaluated with both methods. A systematic search for optimal sets of up to 13 such variables is carried out. Results obtained with NN and PDE techniques are compared with those from a conventional analysis which relies on 1-dimensional cuts. We fred that, typically, such cuts can be tuned to yield equally good signal-to-background ratios, but the NN and PDE techniques yield signal efficiencies which are considerably higher than those attained with standard analysis. Work on this paper is still in progress.
Progress on DO Upgrade
Although the DO collaboration is very busy taking and analyzing data with the detector in its present configuration, considerable effort has been expended to design an upgraded detector which will maintain and expand its capabilities for future Fermilab collider runs. is Significant increases in luminosity will allow us to extend the mass reach for particle searches and allow us to accumulate significantly more statistics in established channels. The calorimeter and muon system electronics will be modified and scintillators will be added to the latter. The major change is a complete replacement of the central tracker. The new tracker will include a solenoid (the current system is non-magnetic) to allow us to measure the transverse momentum of charged particles. This and a pre-shower system will allow DO to maintain its excellent electron identification capabilities. A precise vertex detector coupled with the magnetic field will allow us to study B production, decay, mixing and eventually CP violation. Rice has played a major role in the design of this tracking system. The upgrade tracker is made up of an inner silicon microstrip detector and outer scintillating fiber system surrounded by a superconducting solenoid. The detector is shown in Fig. 11 and is described in DO notes 1426, 1733 and 1933. The silicon system is made up of interleaved barrels and disks to provide hermetic coverage past 1"1 = 3. There are four barrels, 14 central disks and four endcap disks at each end. The four barrels are broken up into seven segments along z. All layers include strips parallel to the beam axis (i.e. measuring ¢) and the second and outermost barrels are double-sided with a two degree stereo angle. The disks are double-sided with a 30 degree angle between the strip directions which are approximately radial.
The basic measuring unit of the scifi system is the doublet: two adjacent layers of parallel scintillating fibers offset by half a fiber spacing so that the fibers in one layer cover the gaps in the next. The stiff tracker is made up of four cylindrical superlayers. Each superlayer has two doublets with fibers parallel to the beam line to measure phi and two opposite-angle stereo doublets with a pitch of 0.001 rad/cm (approximately 2 degree stereo). The phi doublets are spaced by 1.5 cm to provide some pointing information. The stereo doublets are outside and adjacent to the outer phi doublet. "
The current schedule and resources do not allow us to construct this full system in ':_ time for the beginning of collider run II. A descoped design that does meet the current _ ._: Fig. 12 . The descoped DO tracker that is expected to be constructed for run 11.
_:_ One of the major efforts of the Rice DO group is the design and demonstration of the upgrade tracking system. We participate in a large-scale scintillating fiber test at FNAL.
:
We maintain software for track-finding and reconstruction (TRF) and for simulating the response of the scintillating fiber tracker (SFT). Most important, we use these software .... tools to carry out studies to asses the potential performance of the upgrade tracking system.
..
The goal of the Ferrnilab cosmic ray test is to demonstrate the feasibility of operating a many-channel scintillating fiber tracking system. The system will eventually include many thousand channels. Presently all the pieces are in place and we hope to begin reading out a few channels early next year. Rice has contributed to the general construction of the system and has provided software for the data acquisition system. Our former Postdoc, John Skeens, was in residence at FNAL during the past year participating in the cosmic ray test. Our new Postdoc, lain Bertram, is expected to continue this while in residence at FNAL. He will also participate in the current run and data analysis.
We have modified the scifi response package SFT to allow the user to specify a fraction of channels which randomly turned off and a fraction which are randomly turned ', on. Typically 2% of the channels are turned off providing a conservative estimate of the i number of non-functional channels expected in the final system. The fraction of channels on is usually set to zero or 1% to simulate background from the calorimeter and other sources. Both of these parameters can be easily varied to study the robustness of the system.
The development of the track-finding and reconstruction package TRF continues at Rice inspired by our desire to simulate the tracker at an increasing level of detail. An iterative road-following algorithm is used: the current track parameters are used to predict the position at the next layer and then an attempt is made to add each of the nearby hits to the track, updating the track parameters with a Kalman filter. If the new chi-square is below a preset limit, then a new track is created. Tracks are deleted if they miss (fail to pick up hits) in more than a few layers. This technique is well suited to a system like ours where there are a small number of highly efficient layers. One recent important upgrade is the addition of path definitions: the user provides a list of allowed paths through the detector i and the searches for new hits are restricted to those consistent with these paths. This addition has allowed us to deal efficiently with the seven segments in the silicon barrels, i Considerable work has also been done to improve the fitting and to overcome some numerical problems in the Kalman filter algorithm.
We carded out two rounds of simulation studies last year. The first culminated in the May 1993 DO upgrade tracker design. 19That design has the same general features as the current one but had fewer silicon barrels, more silicon disks and did not have any stereo in the silicon barrels. The scifi barrels were slightly longer and had five degree stereo. The high-pt muon track-finding efficiency with the phi-measuring layers alone was quite high (99%) even in ff events but there was significant confusion in the stereo layers and the efficiency dropped below 90% when they were added.
Another round of studies were carried out for the present tracker design. We now define a track reconstruction efficiency which imposes a tight limit (20.0) on the match chisquare. This match chi-square is defined to be the difference between the reconstructed and true track parameters weighted by the track error matrix. We have also added more detail to the silicon system: gaps coveting 5% of the surface and an intrinsic inefficiency of 3%. For t-f events with W's decaying to muons, we find that the full reconstruction efficiency for these muons is 95%. About half of the missing 5% are tracks that are found but fail the match chi-square requirement. The ratio of false tracks to reals is only 0.1%. If we are very conservative and add 1% noise to the scifi and silicon, then the efficiency drops to 88% and the false/real ratio climbs to 0.6%. We conclude that the system is adequate but that we are sensitive to the noise levels and must work to keep them well below this level. Work is in progress to understand all losses in detail and to determine what fraction of the missing tracks can be recovered with better software.
19"E823(Upgrade)",DOCollaboration, DOnote 1733,5/19/93
The purpose of Fermilab experiment E683 is the study of photoproduction of jets using the Wide Band photon beam. Rice is the lead institution on this experiment. Collaborating institutions are Ball State University, Fermilab, University of Iowa, University of Maryland, University of Michigan, Vanderbilt University and University of Wisconsin. The Wide Band Beam at Fermilab provides the world's highest energy tagged photon beam, with usable photon fluxes extending to 400 GeV. This beamline can also supply a pion beam, and for comparison purposes we took about 10% of our data with 250 GeV negative pions. The large-solid-angle coverage of our calorimeters, including full coverage in the forward direction, provides us with a unique opportunity to study the interactions of the photons with partons in the target nucleons. The first-order QCD processes of interest are the diagrams in which the photon couples directly to the parton. These are the QCD Compton and photon-gluon fusion diagrams. In some cases, the photon first dissociates into a quark-antiquark pair before it interacts, the so-called "extended photon." Events of this type will allow us to obtain new information on the photon structure function. When higher order QCD processes are considered, the direct coupling and extended photon processes are not distinct, so a thorough understanding of high Pt photoproduction requires a higher order QCD calculation. A complete second-order calculation is being done by Jeff Owens of Florida State, and should be available within a few months.
In addition to studying jet photoproduction with a hydrogen target, the Adependence of jet photoproduction is of particular interest. We took data with a liquid deuterium target and six solid nuclear targets ranging from Be to Pb. We know from our previous experiment E609 that large A-dependent effects are seen in jet production in p-A interactions, and we expect similar effects in y-A interactions. ._. A plan view of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 13a . The most -_ important part of our apparatus is a sampling calorimeter, the segmentation of which is shown in Fig. 13b . Each tower consists of one layer of lead-scintillator sandwich, followed by three layers of iron-scintillator sandwich. Both the EM and hadronic energy _.:..
resolutions are important and were carefully calibrated with electrons and pions of various energies. Analysis of the calibration data is complete. We are currently compiling time-4;,, _ dependent gain shifts using LED and pulser data.
_;
The energy resolution of the calorimeter is parameterized in the usual way: 
Recent Results
The first l'esults from our jet analysis have been summarized in a paper which has been submitted to Physical Review Letters. A contributed paper was also submitted to the Photon-Lepton conference held in August at Comell University. These papers summarize the evidence for jet structure and discuss the forward energy flow both for _ and n'p interactions. Fig. 14a shows the distribution in azimuthal angle between the jets for dijet events with average Pt >4 GeV. Fig. 14b shows the E, flow for these events. Contrary to naive expectations, the direct and resolved photon contributions do not have markedly different '*-' . forward energy distributions. Fig. 16 ..,°., .., u compares the forward energy flow for 7P _.,,._,,,_,,,,,/r,_ and n'p dijet events. The 7P and n'p forward energy distributions are remarkably Fig. 15 However, _ and trp dijet events do show significant differences in other distributions. Figs. 17a and 17b compare A¢ between the jets and E, flow for the two data sets. Two features are immediately clear. The pion data has considerably more "underlying event", that is, more E, not associated with either jet, and the jets are considerably more acoplanar for n'p compared to _p. of E, flow, as shown in Fig. 15 .
The first results on the A-dependence studies are presented in a paper which has _.
been submitted to Physical Review Letters. We study the A-dependence by calculating the ,-_ quantity K,.,, which measures, the p, imbalance of the _ietsin the transverse plane. Fig. 18  _: shows. . K,., vs.. A for. both pion and photon data. We exnect___ several contributions to K,,, _ including pnmordml transverse momentum of the partons bound in the proton, gluon 7_ radiation effects, experimental effects such as calorimeter granularity and energy resolution, _;i. and nuclear effects. The difference in K,_,between pion and photon data can be understood In the last year two students have received Ph.D. degrees from this experiment. They are Donna Naples from the University of Maryland, and Don Lincoln from Rice University.
D. FNAL E832 and E799 Phase II---KTeV
Fermilab E832/E799 (KTeV) will take data during the next fixed-target cycle at _:
Fermilab, currently scheduled for mid 1995. These experiments will study CP violation in f • the neutral kaon system as well as a wide range of rare K decays. This experiment will measure the CP violating parameter Re(e' / e) to a precision of 10-4. A non-zero value for Re(e' / e) would be definitive evidence for direct CP violation, in which a CP eigenstate of l one sign decays directly into a CP eigenstate of the opposite sign. The current best i measurement of Re(e'/e) is from Fermilab E731, which measured (7.5 + 5.2 (stat) + 2.9 (syst))xl0 -4, a value consistent with zero. A CERN experiment NA31, has measured a i ! nonzero value, (33 + 7 (stat) + 8 (syst))xl0 -4, a value which disagrees with the E731 result by -2.5 standard deviations. Both groups are pursuing more precise experiments.
The KTeV detector consists of a state-of-the-art CsI electromagnetic calorimeter to ! measure the neutral decays of the Ko and a precision spectrometer to measure the charged :
decays. The Rice group is responsible for refurbishing the four drift chambers which are i the heart of the spectrometer. These chambers were used in two previous experiments at It , Fermilab, where they achieved excellent spatial resolution (80 microns), but had .
.mechanical problems. The cathode wires have had the problem of pulling out of the solder joint, shorting to ground, and bringing the chamber and the entire experiment down. The " problem is thought to arise from stress on the solder joint caused by excessive tension used in stringing the cathode wires. This problem will be solved by replacing the berylliumcopper cathode wires with gold-plated aluminum. The aluminum wires will be strung at significantly less tension than the old cathode wires (150 g vs. 420 g), thereby alleviating the problem of pull-out from the solder. This solution also has the desirable consequence of significantly reducing the multiple scattering in the chambers.
The chamber work for KTeV has proceeded on schedule in the past year. The smallest of the four chambers was shipped to Rice during the fall of 1992. A variety of tests was done on this chamber in order to gain familiarity with it, as well as to determine the effects of helium contamination in the gas. These tests influenced the design of the " helium bags which are located between all chambers to reduce multiple scattering. A new clean room facility was built at Rice for the KTeV chamber work. Over the summer of 1993 part of this chamber was restrung with the gold-plated aluminum cathode wire and • standard gold-plated tungsten sense wire. The aluminum wire has proved fairly easy to work with, and the problem of wire pull out from the solder seems to be solved. Three .... hundred cathode wires have been in place for three months, and no wires have yet pulled out of solder joints. Our goal is to have all four chambers restrung by the end of the summer of 1994, so that they can be shipped to Fermilab and be prepared for installation. 
A. Progress on Theoretical Topics
Our work on the "optimization" of the third-order QCD calculation for R(e .e-) was completed and is now in press with Physical Review D. We find, as reported in our Physical Review Letter of last year, that the effective couplant, _ = or,/ tr, "freezes" to an essentially constant value 0.26 below an energy of about 300 MeV. This number is obtained entirely theoretically and is a direct consequence of applying the "optimization" procedure proposed in 198120 to the third-order perturbative QCD calculation of R(e.e-) 21. There is an extensive literature, reviewed briefly in our paper, that assumes "freezing" of the couplant as a phenomenological hypothesis and extracts low-energy values of a,/_z from experimental data in a wide variety of ways. Remarkably, these values agree quite well with each other and with our value, 0.26. Furthermore, the theoretical and experimental R(e .e-) agree very well down to zero energy if both are 'smeared' in the manner proposed by Poggio, Quinn, and Weinberg 22.
Alan Mattingly has extended this work to the x-decay case. Because of the "freezing" of the couplant, one can make a perturbative prediction for the differential decay z rate dl"/ds into hadrons with total invariant-mass-squared s, where 0 < s < M z. Integrating over s gives a result for the total decay rate which agrees well with the directly obtained result that involves only the effective couplant at the scale Mx.
A breakthrough in our work on _¢4 theory has been achieved in collaboration with Maurizio Consoli of the INEN, Catania, Italy. We have realized that our earlier Gaussianeffective-potential results are, in fact, perfectly compatible with the 'triviality' of 2,¢4 theory, for which there is strong evidence from rigorous inequalities and from lattice simulations. 'Triviality' means that the particles of the theory have no physical interaction; [ all scattering amplitudes vanish in the continuum limit. However, it does not mean that r spontaneous symmetry breaking is impossible. Indeed, for a 'trivial' theory the effective I potential should be given exactly by the classical potential plus the free-field zero-point '_ energy of the shifted field; i.e., by the one-loop effective potential. When this is t renormalized in a simple, but nonpertubative way, one finds that the shifted field does indeed become non-interacting as the cutoff goes to infinity. Because there are no physical interactions the one-loop effective potential should be effectively exact. This is confirmed by the fact that the Gaussian approximation leads to exactly the same result.
For a classically scale-invariant Z¢4 theory one finds m= = 8tr2v= for the physical particle mass, m, in terms of the renormalized vacuum expectation value of the field, v. Since the _henomenological value of v is 246 GeV (from the Fermi constant Gr = 1/-¢_'v'Z)), this formula predicts a 2.2 TeV Higgs boson.
Crucial to this picture is an unconventional wavefunedon renormalization in which the constant background field (the mode with zero 4-momentum) renormalizes differently from the fluctuation field (the finite-momentum modes). Since this decomposition is Lorentz invariant, this procedure does not violate any sacred principles. There is a close analogy with Bose-Einstein condensation, where the lowest energy mode must be treated .:_ separately, since it has a macroscopic occupation number. 
Introduction to Spin Dependent Structure Functions
In the single photon approximation°the difference in cross sections for deep inelcstic scattering of • muon polaxised paaa_lel and _ntipara_lel to _ |ongitudina21y polarised nucleon cam be expressed a_:
In this expression, the spin-independent structure functions of the hadronic tensor h_ve c_ncelled a_-xd we axe left with _n expression in terms of the spin-dependentstructure functions, G,.(Q "_, v) a.nd G_(Q 2, u). In the scaling _imit (i.e. Q_,u--+ inf), Gt _nd G= reduce to M_G_{,O_,u}-+j_(z) .Uu_G_(O_,v) --.¢_(z)
where z i_ the Bjorken sca_g varia,bie, defined as:
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